
COOL Executive Summary of Division Feedback on RSI 
Documentation Model:  
Overview and Dissenting Opinion 

Overview 
The Committee On Online Learning (COOL), a subcommittee of the Foothill College Academic Senate has 

drafted a model for documenting RSI to meet federal and state standards and align with accreditation 

requirements.  

An initial draft was presented by COOL to Academic Senate in June 2023, and COOL took the feedback 

from Academic Senate and revised the model. COOL representatives have shared the second version of 

the RSI documentation model with their constituents who teach online.  

COOL has adopted the practice of documenting a dissenting opinion in the case of a non-unanimous 

vote. This document summarizes perspectives and feedback collected from faculty constituents and 

provides a dissenting opinion as the vote in COOL was not unanimous.  

Summary of Feedback 
Most faculty voiced that RSI documentation and training was needed to meet regulatory requirements. 

Most faculty agreed that RSI is critical to student success in an online class and is valuable. Faculty had 

positive comments about the rubric. 

The dominant theme of the negative feedback was a concern over the time commitment required to 

engage with the RSI documentation model. Concerns about allocation of limited time resources were 

especially strong among adjunct faculty. There was concern that online faculty were being required to 

meet a higher standard than face to face faculty.   

Dissenting Opinion  

Faculty want to engage in high-quality teaching, align with genuine professional standards, foster a 

respectful relationship with our employer, and avoid unnecessary time commitments. The approved 

draft is a positive step toward improving our teaching practices and standards, but many faculty are 

concerned about the proposed time requirement (18 hours over 3 years). 

Let’s collegially engage all faculty in adopting and documenting RSI without diminishing the level of self 

directedness we value as professionals. Let’s not establish the precedent that a change in accreditation 

standards corresponds to an 18-hour training program. This is burdensome for part-time faculty who are 

already stretched thin (they may also participate in duplicate training elsewhere); Redundant for faculty 

who are highly engaged in online teaching and related professional learning programs (e.g. POCR); 

Prohibitive for an instructor who might fill a small online teaching need (e.g. 1 unit); and not a best use 

of college resources. 

 











HSH Division faculty feedback on RSI Document 

• 36 online courses (15-W, 1-V, 20-Y) taught by 12 instructors 

• The following comments are shared with anonymity 

1. It was unanimous that RSI documentation is necessary, but a major concern 

was raised for the proposed time commitment. 

• The RSI documentation is required by law so it’s not really an option to 

dispute necessity.   

• I think it is necessary, however I think it can be accomplished by a 

mandated 1-hour course, with compensation for full time and part time 

faculty, with written documentation of satisfying the RSI requirements 

• It is a lot of hours over the span of multiple quarters.    Would it be possible 

to have it in smaller increments like the cybersecurity awareness training 

the district does? 

• I think that it's important to address online learning and create an 

environment in which students are regularly engaged. 

• Good online instructors engage in regular and substantive interaction (RSI) 

with students to promote a strong sense of instructor presence in the 

online classroom. This is a two-way street as well--students must engage in 

the online course and be encouraged and required to their part in RSI. 

• This extra hoop jumping is frustrating for those of us that are committed 

and absolutely engaged in interaction within our online/async/hybrid 

courses. 

2. Concerns noted: 

• Do we get a choice in the options proposed? 

• Has this been reviewed and approved by the FA? Since it has requirements 

for classroom assessment...What the consequences, if any, for faculty not 

participating in this process? 

• I don't think face to face courses jump through all these hoops 

• This extra hoop jumping is frustrating for those of us that are committed 

and absolutely engaged in interaction within our online/async/hybrid 

courses. 



• The RSI document makes great sense for instructors who need support, but 

it does not make sense for ALL instructors. My concern is that it may be 

remedial for those of us that spend copious hours already directly engaged 

with our students weekly in many different ways. 

• My concern is that it appears to be a one size fits all approach to online 

courses. Allied health programs utilize online courses in a very different 

way than other departments, for example. We also have regular contact 

with our "online students" throughout the week in other courses both on 

and off campus that encourages engagement/interaction. Additionally, our 

online courses are not stand alone and encompass content that is explored 

throughout other courses within the programs. 

• I'm concerned that the document doesn't address that not all instructors 

who teach something on-line do so regularly. I teach one course (.5 unit) 

online once per year. Frankly, the amount of work that will be required of 

me as an instructor for a course that is the size and scope of what I'm 

teaching is discouraging. 

• First, I want to commend my colleagues on all the hard work that's been 

put into this. 

o The Summary of the two-phase three-year model indicating Phase 1, 

Phase 2 and self-reflection seems to be way too time intensive to 

accomplish the ultimate goal of helping online instructors meet FH 

RSI standards in their online courses. The recommended online 

course held by the online learning coordinators makes sense, but 

why 4 hours? Phase 2 of cohort reviews taking 14 hours seems 

excessive. In developing the plan, I understand the need for 

collaboration, and distribution of duties to accomplish the 

documentation but isn't the key to meet the RSI goal with a doable 

plan, not something that is a huge time hurdle for everyone involved. 

o Option 1 appears to be the development of a course to help new 

online instructors learn how to teach online. This option is very time 

intensive for both those being reviewed, and those reviewing. If this 

were an undergraduate course for new online instructors, I think it 

would be a good design. Though for those instructors with many 

years of experience and education in online learning, it seems a bit 



much. I believe the goal here, for most online instructors, could easily 

be accomplished in a fraction of the time. 

o Option 2 seems to be a better plan for those who are better skilled in 

online learning. 

3. Suggestions 

• "Faculty reflect on their course using the FH RSI guidelines ... minimum of 2 

hours/year" (not quarter). 

• "Participants in the RSI cohort spend 2-4 hours/year in these activities, with 

some needing additional time to help develop their courses to meet the FH 

RSI guidelines" 

• My suggestion is to give instructors 

1) an online course held by the online learning coordinators/select faculty 

re: RSI guidelines 

2) a template of the FH RSI guidelines 

3) a list of best practices 

3) some good examples 

4) the ability to evaluate their courses indicating how they meet the 

guidelines including specific examples from their course 

 

Evaluation: 

Have online learning coordinators/staff 

1) review submissions and give comments/suggestions 

2) allow instructors to make additions/changes in their courses where 

necessary 

3) allow for a second review by learning coordinators/staff 

 

Try to develop a process that is streamlined and that can be accomplished 

efficiently and effectively. 

 

4. Questions 

• If we've completed a similar course at another institution, can this be 

waived? I think it's important to understand that many adjuncts work at 

different institutions who are all requiring this regular extra training that is 



incredibly repetitive. I appreciate your effort but would love the 

opportunity to demonstrate my ability without having to jump in and spend 

hours on something that I feel proficient in. 

• Is there credit available for CE or count toward Professional Growth for 

faculty participating in these activities? "..require six hours of synchronous 

or asynchronous group discussion and eight hours of asynchronous 

documentation, peer review and reflection." 

• Will faculty get compensated for doing this? There is already so much work 

put into an online course. It may make me want to just do them face to 

face. 



STEM Division faculty feedback on RSI Document 
- This week, I shared “Draft Model for Documenting RSI” with STEM faculty currently teaching “W” 

courses, with request for comments / questions. 

- The CS department (currently 30 W sections taught by 19 different instructors) will plan to discuss the 

draft model in their October department meeting 

- The following comments are shared with anonymity 

Affirmations 
Several faculty confirmed they see RSI documentation as necessary and doable. 

• “I understand the need for monitoring that goes beyond self-evaluation.” 

• “I am in favor of mandating documentation of how an instructor perceives they are meeting RSI. “ 

• “for most folks this should be a pretty simple concept” 

• Asking the instructor to specify how they are providing RSI does not cause a hardship for faculty who are 

doing it; but not holding faculty to this standard has caused real hardship for our students. 

• “I like the rubric” 

 

Concerns 

Several faculty expressed an emotional reaction around time requirement and teaching autonomy. 

• “I am very concerned about the amount of time... something, somewhere loses those 18 hours” 

• “the document made me feel like there is a huge mistrust of instructors who are teaching 

online” 

• “Let faculty decide how they are going to meet RSI and document it.” 

• “we don’t have anything like this for face to face classes.” 

 

Questions 
“Does this mean reaching out to every student individually, or evaluating the progress of each student and 

reaching out to those for whom we have some particular concern?” 

“I was wondering if some reference can be made to those of us that have taken POCR and Humanizing and been 

certified maybe exempt.” 

“I am wondering if part time instructors would be compensated for this time” 

 

Idea proposed: 

- A short session, maybe an hour or two, describing what RSI is and some examples of satisfying the 

requirements; Time to self reflect (not formally) and adjust our courses and practices if needed; An 

assessment using the rubric, as described; Non-punitive follow-up as needed. 

- I would see this process taking maybe four hours for those who are already meeting or closely meeting 

the standards, more for those who need more coaching to meet the standards. 
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